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The generative framework currently offers two influential approaches to the ‘Theme-of’ relationship.
On one, spearheaded by Hale & Keyser (1993), the Theme is consistently projected onto the specifier
position of a VP whose head takes as its complement a predicate denoting a location or state. With
the verbal head being either stative or dynamic, this derives the generalisation that the Theme is the
argument of which a state or location, or change thereof, is predicated. The structure in (1) illustrates.

(1) [VP Theme [VN V [XP PREDICATE (denoting location/state)]]]

On the other approach, forcefully represented in work by Hoekstra (e.g., 1988) and his circle
(incl. Hoekstra & Mulder 1990, Mulder 1992, Den Dikken 1995), the Theme is always the subject
of a small clause in the complement of a verb. (Hereinafter, small clauses are represented as
asymmetrical syntactic structures in which the relationship between the predicate and its subject is
mediated by a RELATOR, following Den Dikken 2006.) The verb is either stative or dynamic, and the
predicate of the small clause denotes a location or state. This approach, depicted in (2), delivers the
same generalisation regarding Themehood as does the Hale & Keyser strategy.1

(2) [VP V [RP Theme [RN RELATOR [XP PREDICATE (denoting location/state)]]]]

In (1), although the main predicate for the Theme is XP, the verb can team up with XP to
form a complex predicate for the Theme. In (2), on the other hand, the verb and the Theme have no
semantically meaningful structural relationship — in particular, because the Theme is not a sister
to (a projection of) the verb, there can be no thematic relationship between V and the Theme. For
Hoekstra, to the extent that the Theme is understood as an argument of the verb, this is a matter of
world knowledge, not è-role assignment.

For the analysis of verbless constructs that feature a Theme argument, the small clause
analysis in (2) is indubitably needed. ‘Mad Magazine sentences’ (3a) and with-absolutes (4a) are
entirely devoid of a verb. The small clause approach can represent these constructions directly, as
shown in the structures below the examples. A verbocentric approach along the lines of (1) would
have to complicate the syntax of (3) and (4) with silent verbs, for which no evidence is forthcoming.

1 What has never been tried (as far as I am aware) is (i), which represents the non-verbal small clause of which
the Theme is the subject (RP1) as the subject of the verbal predicate:

(i) [RP2 [RP1 Theme [RN RELATOR1 [XP PREDICATE (denoting location/state)]]] [RN RELATOR2 [VP V]]]

For a dynamic eventuality with a Theme argument, (i) would be paraphrased as ‘the state of affairs denoted by the small
clause comes about by/results from V-ing’. While semantically sensible, this is syntactically intractable: (i) makes it very
hard for the Theme to be promoted to subject out of the small clause in specifier position. I will not consider (i) any
further here. I also will not discuss predecessors to (1) and (2) that do not postulate a constituent formed by the predicate
denoting a location or state and the Theme (e.g., Williams 1980) or successors to (1) that have enriched it with functional
projections (such as ProcessP and StateP; e.g., Ramchand 2008). For my purposes here, (1) and (2) will be sufficient.
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(3) a. him in the White House?! — no way!
b. [RP Theme [RN RELATOR [XP PREDICATE (denoting location/state)]]

(4) a. with(out) him in the White House, we are in big trouble
b. [PP with(out) [RP Theme [RN RELATOR [XP PREDICATE (denoting location/state)]]]]

This does not mean, however, that (1) is redundant or non-existent. As a matter of fact,
Hoekstra & Mulder’s (1990) argument that positional verbs in sentences of the type in (5) and
motion verbs used in sentences like (6) are copular verbs works particularly well if (1) is employed.

(5) a. he is lying on his back
b. she is sitting on the stool
c. I am standing on the stage
d. they are hanging around

(6) a. he is flying to Frankfurt
b. she is jumping off the stool
c. I am landing on the helipad
d. they are running away

In (1), the positional verb or motion can be treated as a RELATOR of the predication relation between
the XP-predicate and the Theme. Thus, for a sentence such as (5a), Hale & Keyser’s approach to
Themehood can be updated as in (7), from the perspective of the RELATOR-based syntax of
predication relations. Compare this to (8), representing Hoekstra & Mulder’s (1990) analysis of (5a).

(7) [RP [DP he] [RN RELATOR=lie [PP on his back]]]
(8) [VP lie [RP [DP he] [RN RELATOR=i [PP on his back]]]]]

For Hoekstra & Mulder (1990), the hypothesis that positional verbs are copular verbs
amounts for to the hypothesis that positional verbs are raising verbs: he in (8) is moved out of the
complement of the verb into the structural subject position. For Hale & Keyser’s (1993), updated as
in (7), the hypothesis that positional verbs are copular verbs translates quite simply as ‘positional
verbs are RELATORs’ — a more direct rendition of Hoekstra & Mulder’s basic claim (with COPULA

= RELATOR).
The two structures in (7) and (8) differ primarily in their outlook on the structural repre-

sentation of the ‘Theme-of’ relationship in the verbal constructs in (5) and (6). While (7) takes the
Theme to be the subject of the verb-headed predication structure, (8) treats the Theme in sentences
of the type in (5) and (6) just like the Theme in verbless constructs such as those in (3) and (4), as
the subject of a non-verbal small clause.

For a simple case such as (5a), it is very difficult to force a choice between (7) and (8) on
empirical grounds. But there exist more complex constructions built on positional verbs for which
it can be argued that the verb (a) is used as a RELATOR of a Themehood relationship (à la (7)) AND

(b) in turn takes a small clause as its complement in which another Themehood relationship is estab-
lished (à la (8)). Consider the resultative constructions in (9a,b) (for the latter, from Dutch, see
Hoekstra & Mulder 1990: (20a)).2

2 The sentence in (9a) is modelled on the attested case in (i) (https://archiveofourown.com/works/14366289).
Rappaport Hovav & Levin (2000:277) report that English positional verbs do not appear in resultative constructions of
this type. Though the occurrence of (9a) shows that this overstates the case, it is true that Dutch has an easier time con-
structing sentences of this type. The examples in (iia,b) are further illustrations.
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(9) a. he is lying his back sore
‘he is lying to such an extent that his back is getting sore’

b. hij ligt zijn rug door
he lies his back through
‘he is getting bedsores (decubitus ulcers) as a result of lying on his back too long’

For the syntax of (9a) (and, mutatis mutandis, for its Dutch counterpart in (9b) as well), we need the
structure in (10), in which the Theme his back, the subject of the adjectival predicate sore, is projec-
ted onto the specifier position of a small clause (RP1) that denotes the result of the lying event. This
small clause is the complement of the positional verb lie, which in turn projects another Theme, he,
which is the subject of RP2, of which the positional verb is the RELATOR. Concretely, in (10) RP2

employs Hale & Keyser’s (1993) Themehood relation and RP1 instantiates Hoekstra’s (1988)
Themehood structure. Sentences of the type in (9a,b) thus supply support for both structural schemes
for Themes, within the span of a single simple sentence.

(10) [RP2 [DP he] [RN RELATOR2=lie [RP1 [DP his back] [RN RELATOR1=i [AP sore]]]]]

Though Dutch (9b) can omit the body-part noun phrase (de patiënt ligt door ‘the patient is
getting bedsores’3), it is impossible to raise the lower Theme in (10) out of this small clause and into

(i) I wonder if you’ll still think it was worth it when you’re lying your back sore at home tomorrow
(ii) a. zij zit haar kont plat

she sits her butt flat
‘she is sitting so much that her butt gets flat(tened)’

b. ik sta mijn rug krom
I stand my back bent
‘I am getting a bent back as a result of standing up too much’

Note also (iiia), adapted from Hoekstra & Mulder’s (1990) (20b), and (iiib). In these sentences, the resultative secondary
predicate is not predicated of a body-part noun phrase. As Rappaport Hovav & Levin (2000) note, English can
occasionally mimic this: Dutch (iiib) can be transposed directly to English, as in (iiic).

(iii) a. hij zit een gat in de stoel
he sits a hole in the chair
‘he is sitting on the chair so much that a hole is developing in the seat cushion’

b. hij heeft de vergadering uit gezeten
he has the meeting out sat
‘he sat the meeting out, he remained seated until the meeting was over’

c. he sat the meeting out

3 To render Dutch (ia), German must use a ‘fake reflexive’: (iib) (see Oya 2006). The ‘fake reflexive’ option is
not available in Dutch (see (ib)) or English (see (iiib)). English cannot take the Dutch tack either: (iiia) is bad, like
German (iia). It is not my intention in this paper to shed light on the constraints on (non-)expression of the lower Theme
in positional verb constructions represented by the structure in (9c).

(i) a. de patiënt ligt door b. *de patiënt ligt zich door
the patient lies through   the patient lies SE through

(ii) a. *der Kranke liegt wund b.   der Kranke liegt sich wund
the patient lies sore   the patient lies SE sore

(iii) a. *the patient is lying sore b. *the patient is lying himself sore
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the matrix subject position: sentences of the type in (11a,b) are ungrammatical.4 This entails that the
syntactic derivation in (12) is illicit.

(11) a. *his back is lying sore
intended: ‘his back is getting sore as a result of all the lying’

b. *zijn rug ligt door
his back lies through
intended: ‘his back is developing bedsores (decubitus ulcers) as a result of all the lying’

(12) *[TP his back ... [VP lie [RP [DP his back] [RN RELATOR=i [AP sore]]]]]

From these observations emerges a two-pronged generalisation:

(13) a. positional verbs can serve either as RELATORs of Themehood relationships or as selec-
tors of a small clause within which a Themehood relationship is established

b. when positional verbs select a small clause as their complement, the Theme that serves
as the small clause subject cannot be moved out of the small clause

On the one hand, (13a) vindicates a key ingredient of the Hoekstra-style approach to Themehood:
even in verbal constructs, Themes can be projected as subjects of non-verbal small clauses, as in the
case of RP1 in (10). But on the other hand, (13b) gives us a strong reason to believe that Hoekstra’s
(8) is not a legitimate derivation for (5a): when the Theme is projected as the subject of a small
clause in the complement of a positional verb, it is frozen in place, unable to undergo NP-movement
into the structural subject position of the clause. With (12) ill-formed, for sentences of the type in
(5a) we must resort to (7), in which the Themehood relationship is mediated by the positional verb
itself.

The cause of the ill-formedness of NP-movement in (12) is a violation of syntactic locality. 
What follows is a brief sketch of the analysis, couched in the machinery of phase extension (see Den
Dikken 2007a,b). Underlyingly, the small clause in the complement of the positional verb is a phase
thanks to the fact that it is a predication structure (Den Dikken 2006). But because the RELATOR head
of this small clause is silent, it must incorporate into V for licensing reasons (cf. Stowell’s 1991
‘small clause restructuring’). Incorporation of the RELATOR into V results in phase extension: the
phase of which the RELATOR is the syntactic head is stretched up to VP (see (14)). Before movement
of the RELATOR, the subject of the small clause in the complement of the position verb was on the
edge of its phase, hence free in principle to move about; but as a result of obligatory phase-extending
movement of the RELATOR, the small clause subject ends up trapped within the domain of the
extended phase (VP), unable to get to the structural subject position of the clause.

4 This is true for other positional verbs as well: compare the examples in (i), below, to those given in (ii) in
footnote 3. Though (ib) is fine as such, it only supports a stative interpretation (in which the positional verb is the
RELATOR of the ‘Theme-of’ relationship involving mijn rug ‘my back’ and krom ‘bent’); (ib) does not support a
resultative paraphrase (‘my back is bent as a result of all the standing’).

(i) a. *haar kont zit plat
her butt sits flat

b. (*)mijn rug staat krom
my back stands bent
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(14) *[TP his back ... [VP=Ö lie+RELATOR=i [RP [DP his back] [RN RELATOR [AP sore]]]]]

NP-raising out of the small clause complement of the verb can be salvaged with the help of
a projection of the functional head Asp(ect) outside VP. We see this in (15) and (16). In these exam-
ples, ver- is a verbal prefix analysed in Hoekstra, Lansu & Westerduin (1987) as the predicate of a
small clause in the complement of the verb (see also Hoekstra 2004). In the auxiliary-less simple
present in (15a), the combination of ver- and the positional verb delivers an ungrammatical result,
on a par with (11). But once the aspectual auxiliary gaan ‘go’ is added, the output is grammatical,
as shown in (15b), analysed as in (15c). 

(15) a. *hij verligt
he VER.lies
intended: ‘he is changing his lying posture’

b. hij gaat verliggen
he goes VER.lie.INF

‘he is going to change his lying posture’
c. he ... [AspP he [Asp=INCH=go [VP lie [RP he [RN RELATOR [XP ver-]]]]]]

In the derivation in (15c), ver- incorporates into the RELATOR, after which the RELATOR+ver-
complex moves to V, just as in (14); but subsequently, in (15c) but not in (14) (because in (14), a
stative construction, there no AspP projected), the V+RELATOR complex raises on to Asp, extending
the phase further to AspP.5 This AspP has a specifier position to which the small clause subject can
raise phase-internally. And after the small clause subject has been manoeuvred onto the edge of the
extended phase, it can move on to the structural subject position. The ungrammaticality of (15a)
reaffirms the ill-formedness of (14), and the contrast between (15a) and (15b) illustrates the
significance of aspect in licensing movement of the subject of a small clause complement.

Further confirmation for the role of aspect in sanctioning NP-raising comes from (16),
featuring ver- in combination with the dynamic verb lopen ‘(lit.) walk, run’. While (15a) is imposs-
ible, (16a) is fine — thanks to the presence of an event-aspectual layer outside VP representing the
fact that a lopen event involves a process (PROC).6 The event-aspectual layer can, in turn, be com-
bined with an additional layer of grammatical (inchoative) aspect, yielding (16b), analysed in (16c).

5 The aspectual auxiliary gaan ‘go’ obligatorily incorporates the positional verb (which in turn is the host of the
moved RELATOR, which in turn harbours the moved prefixal predicate ver-). This is clear from the infinitivus-pro-
participio (IPP) effect seen in (i): we get gaan ‘go.INF’ instead of past-participial gegaan ‘go.PPTC’; IPP is strictly the
province of ‘Verb Raising’ constructions, i.e., constructions involving verb cluster formation. (That (i) gives rise to is
rather than heeft ‘has’ (which is strictly impossible here) is a function of the presence of the aspectual auxiliary gaan.) 

(i) hij is gaan verliggen
he is go.INF VER.lie.INF

‘he has changed his lying posture’

6 Similar to (16a) but involving a non-affixal small clause predicate are the examples in (i) and (ii).

(i) the ship ran ashore
(ii) het schip liep op de klippen

the ship walked/ran onto the rocks
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(16) a. zijn paspoort verloopt
his passport VER.walks/runs
‘his passport is expiring’

b. zijn paspoort gaat verlopen
his passport goes VER.walk/run.INF

‘his passport is going to expire’
c. it ... [AspP2 it [Asp2=INCH=go [AspP1 it [Asp1=PROC [VP run [RP it [RN RELATOR [XP ver-]]]]]]

The subject of the small clause (it in (16c), representing zijn paspoort in (16a,b)) can escape via the
edges of the AspPs, thanks to phase-extending head movement up to the Asp-heads. The difference
between (15a) and (16a) emphasises the role of processual aspect in facilitating NP-raising out of
the small clause complement of a verb.

In (16), the passport evidently is not the Agent of the ‘running’ event: in fact, it has no
relationship (thematic or otherwise) with the verb run at all in the structure in (16c) — appropriately,
in light of the fact that the passport is not engaged in any running. In (9), the referent of he/hij does
have a semantic relation with the positional verb, as reflected in (10). This relationship is Theme-
hood. For the examples in (9), as in the case of those in (16), there is no sense in which to themat-
ically classify the subject as an Agent. The subject is not a wilful initiator of the eventuality express-
ed by these sentences; nothing is done wilfully — indeed, the referent of the subject of (9) would no
doubt have chosen to lie on his back much less if he had had the chance; but because he is bedridden,
he had no choice.

Since there is no Agent projected in the syntax of (9), there is no v* (the case-assigning v of
Chomsky 1995:Ch. 4) in the structure that could be held responsible for assigning accusative case
to the small clause subject in their structures. And because there is no other head to which we can
tie the job of assigning accusative case to the object, we are led (in very much the same way as Myler
2013 in his analysis of the mix of unaccusative and transitive properties exhibited by dialectal
English ‘P-drop’ in go/come (to) the pub) to embrace the theory of DEPENDENT CASE (Marantz 1991,
2000). This theory provides an answer to the case conundrum posed by (9). In the structure in (12),
repeated below, the higher of the two Theme arguments (i.e., the one in SpecVP) takes the unmarked
nominative case; the other Theme argument (i.e., the one in the subject position of the small clause
embedded under the positional verb) is assigned dependent accusative case.7

(12) [RP2 [DP he] [RN RELATOR2=lie [RP1 [DP his back] [RN RELATOR1=i [AP sore]]]]]

With the analysis of (9) now complete, let us sum up the main findings so far. What I have
argued is that the two structural schemes for the ‘Theme-of’ relationship found in the generative
syntax literature, (13a) (an updated version of Hale & Keyser 1993) and (13b) (the small clause
approach; e.g., Hoekstra 1988, Hoekstra & Mulder 1990), are both needed.

(13) a. [RP Theme [RN RELATOR=V [XP PREDICATE (denoting location/state)]]]
b. [VP V [RP Theme [RN RELATOR [XP PREDICATE (denoting location/state)]]]]]

7 For dependent case theories that tie the assignment of dependent case to phases (e.g., Baker & Vinokurova
2010), (12) poses no problem: the two DPs are in the same phase thanks to phase-extending movement of R1 up to R2.
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Although more complex than (13a) and ill-formed with stative positional verbs when the Theme
raises out of its base position, (13b) is an essential ingredient of the analysis of ‘double Theme’ sen-
tences of the type in (9). Such sentences require a structure with a small clause in the complement
of the positional verb that spells out the RELATOR head of the containing structure; each of the two
RELATORs mediates a ‘Theme-of’ predication relationship. Thus, Hale & Keyser (1993) and Hoekstra
& Mulder (1990) are both right: there are Themehood relations that involve a structure in which a
positional verb is the RELATOR of the predication relationship, and there are Themehood relations
which are established in a verbless small clause, which can serve as the complement of a positional
verb. But the structure in which the positional verb takes a small clause as its complement is possible
ONLY if the Theme of the complement small clause does not raise out. So for the sentences in (5) and
(6), a small clause complementation analysis à la (13b) is not supported; for such sentences, an
analysis in which the verb is the RELATOR of the Themehood relationship, as in (13a), is mandated.

In closing, I will briefly address the difference in behaviour between (13a) and (13b) in event
nominals, and the way in which this follows from these structures and the syntactic derivations
ensuing from them. Consider first the contrast in English between (14b) and (15b):

(14) a. he has a penchant for laying wreaths on controversial monuments
b. his advisors prevented the laying of wreaths on controversial monuments

(15) a. he is running the risk of lying his back sore
b. *his doctors prevented the lying of his back sore

The ungrammaticality of (15b) is part of a pattern. As Carrier & Randall (1992:201) point out, event
nominalisations of resultative constructions involving intransitive verbs are generally poor in
English. Their illustrations are reproduced in (17). These are sharply worse than the event
nominalisations in (14b) and (16), all featuring resultative constructions based on transitive verbs.

(16) a. the watering of tulips flat is a criminal offense in Holland
b. the slicing of cheese into thin wedges is the current rage
c. the painting of fire engines the color of schoolbuses is strictly prohibited by state law
d. the Surgeon General warns against the cooking of food black

(17) a. *the drinking of oneself sick is commonplace in one’s freshman year
b. *the talking of your confidant silly is a bad idea
c. *what Christmas shopping means to me is the walking of my feet to pieces
d. *the jogging craze has resulted in the running of a lot of pairs of Nikes threadbare

Though the English facts do indeed seem to lend themselves straightforwardly to the
generalisation that Carrier & Randall (1992) arrived at, a broader perspective reveals that the
operative factor is not (just) transitivity or the verb’s assignment of a è-role to the subject of the
resultative secondary predicate. Dutch manages perfectly well to construct an event nominalisation
of (18a), as shown in (18b).

(18) a. hij loopt het risico zijn rug door te liggen
he runs the risk his back through to lie.INF

‘he is running the risk of lying his back sore’
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b. zijn dokters voorkwamen het door liggen van zijn rug
his doctors prevented the through lie.INF of his back

This is not an isolated case: the event nominals in the b–examples in (19)–(21) (modelled on Carrier
& Randall’s (24b–d)) show that there is a pattern to this.8

(19) a. je moet je vertrouweling niet gek praten
you should your confidant not crazy talk.INF

‘you shouldn’t talk your confidant silly’
b. het gek praten van je vertrouweling

the crazy talk.INF of your confidant

(20) a. ze blijven de deur plat lopen bij mij
they continue the door flat walk.INF with me
‘they keep on walking in and out of my door’

b. het plat lopen van de deur
the flat walk.INF of the door

(21) a. je gaat je schoenen kaal rennen
you go your shoes threadbare run.INF

‘you are going to run your shoes threadbare’
b. het kaal rennen van je schoenen

the threadbare run.INF of your shoes

Resultative constructions of the type in (17)–(21), in which the ‘object’ is strictly a thematic
dependent of the secondary predicate (and not (also) of the verb), are built on the structure in (13b).
This structure sports a silent RELATOR in the complement of the verb. This RELATOR needs to be
licensed by incorporation into the verb. In (17) and the b–examples in (18)–(21), this verb undergoes
nominalisation. The key question is: can the nominalised verb license the silent RELATOR in its
complement by incorporating it? The answer to this question is different for Dutch and English.

In the b–examples in (18)–(21), the resultative secondary predicate appears to the left of the
nominalised verb (obligatorily so: see fn. 8). On the assumption (Kayne 1994) that syntactic struc-
tures are underlyingly of the universal type ‘Spec – Head – Compl’, the pre-head placement of
secondary predicates in Dutch is the result of leftward movement of the non-verbal material
originating in the verb’s complement (Zwart 2011). This is not a case of head movement (again, see
fn. 8) but of phrasal movement. Since the resultative secondary predicate in the structure in (13b)
originates in the small clause complement of the verb, the RELATOR must undergo phase-extending
head movement to V in order to facilitate leftward movement of the AP. Incorporation of the
RELATOR into V is thus an essential ingredient in (a) licensing the silent RELATOR and (b) deriving
the surface word order of the nominalisations in (18)–(21).

8 The b–examples in (18)–(21) have the resultative secondary predicate positioned to the left of the nominal
infinitive, in keeping with the head-finality of verbal constructs in Dutch. Placing the secondary predicate to the right
of the van ‘of’ phrase, mimicking English word order, is impossible (*het liggen van zijn rug door ‘the lie.INF of his back
through’). It is important to note that pre-head placement of the resultative secondary predicate is not a case of incor-
poration: the predicate can be complex (het helemaal gek praten van je vertrouweling ‘the entirely crazy talk.INF of your
confidant’; het compleet kaal rennen van je schoenen ‘the completely threadbare run.INF of your shoes’).
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In English event nominals, on the other hand, raising of the RELATOR of the nominalised
verb’s small clause complement is impossible — presumably because of the ‘earliness’ of the -ing
nominalisation process: while verbs are a legitimate host for the raised RELATOR, incorporation into
nouns is impossible (cf. Kayne 1984 on the idea that nouns are unable to govern into their com-
plements, and therefore incapable of properly governing traces left by movement out of their
complements). Event nominalisations built on (13b) are thereby doomed in English because the
empty RELATOR that heads the small clause cannot be licensed. But resultatives of the type in (13a)
do allow event nominalisation because their grammaticality is not contingent on incorporation of a
silent RELATOR. This provides an immediate account for Carrier & Randall’s (1992) contrast
between (16) and (17), couched now in terms of the structures in (13a) (underlying (16)) and (13b)
(at the basis of (17), rather than in terms of a difference between binary-branching and ternary-
branching structures (as in Carrier & Randall 1992).9

The two structures in (13a) and (13b) thus turn out to be essential not just in accommodating
‘double Theme’ constructions of the type in (9) and accounting for the ill-formedness of their ‘single
Theme’ counterparts in (11), but also in casting explanatory light on the distribution of resultative
secondary predication under event nominalisation, both within and across languages. Universal
Grammar provides two placements of the Theme relative to the verb, and it is with the help of this
that important generalisations regarding secondary predication constructions involving Themes can
be understood.

9 Note that the text account extends seamlessly to secondary predication constructions involving epistemic verbs,
such as consider and find. Here, the same contrast between Dutch and English shows up as the one found previously in
the realm of resultative constructions whose Theme is not thematically related to the verb: English (ib) is ungrammatical
while Dutch (iib) is fine. What (i) and (ii) share with (24)–(28) is that the verb takes a small clause with a silent RELATOR

as its complement. In Dutch this RELATOR can legitimately incorporate into the nominal infinitive and be licensed thereby
(in addition facilitating leftward movement of the secondary predicate ongepast ‘inappropriate’) but in English it cannot.

(i) a. we find such remarks inappropriate
b. *the finding of such remarks inappropriate

(ii) a. we vinden zulke opmerkingen ongepast
we find such remarks inappropriate

b. het ongepast vinden van zulke opmerkingen
the inappropriate find.INF of such remarks

I add here that this contrast between Dutch and English in the realm of epistemic small clause complementation
constructions extends to cases in which an overt functional element appears in between the subject and predicate of the
small clause: as or for in English (iii), and als or voor in Dutch (iv).

(iii) a. we regard such remarks as inappropriate they took the president for a fool
b. *the regarding of such remarks as inappropriate *the taking of the president for a fool

(iv) a. we beschouwen zulke opmerkingen als ongepast ze hielden de president voor de gek
we regard such remarks as inappropriate they held the president for the fool

b. het als ongepast beschouwen van zulke opmerkingen het voor de gek houden van de president
the as inappropriate regard of such remarks the for the fool hold.INF of the president

On the text approach, the contrast between English (iiib) and Dutch (ivb) implies that these functional elements are not
spell-outs of the RELATOR head (contra Den Dikken 2006, but in line with the negative conclusion drawn in Matushansky
2019:sect. 5).
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But although (13a) and (13b) differ with respect to where the verb is located in the structure,
they are fundamentally in agreement on the question of how the ‘Theme-of’ relation is syntactically
represented. Themes are arguments of which a state or location, or change thereof, is predicated —
and concomitantly, the Theme argument is consistently projected as one of the terms of a RELATOR

phrase whose other term is a predicate denoting a location or state. It is this, which is common to
(13a) and (13b), that is the essence of Themehood.
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